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Happy Summer !
Guess the editor took the spring off, but MDCC paddlers didn't. Lots of trips followed a successful banquet and
pool sessions. Let's summarize the Spring/Winter club events.
Sixty some members, friends and families attended the banquet in Boonsboro in February. As usual, the event
had great food and awesome conversation. Videos shown by Dan E and Thomas Weakly portrayed MDCC in
action and having a great time on the rivers. John E was fondly thanked for his 2 years as President and Bonnie
Wisdom was welcomed aboard as the new Prez. What a great job she is doing.
Boater buddies gave Tim Boyd the wooden canoe award for his outstanding efforts and rescue abilities to help
others on the river. In turn, Tim presented the "Wardrobe Malfunction " award to Nancy Kell. Nancy had
forgotten to secure her helmet strap and lost the helmet on a flip (more on this later). Rick Tegethoff presented
Susan Reynolds with the "Most Improved and just keeps improving" award.
Four Sunday morning pool sessions were relatively well attended at the Hagerstown YMCA in March. Kudos to
Cathy Boyd and Keith Unger for heading up the logistics, and to all the volunteer instructors.
The Harpers Ferry area C&O cleanup went well, but with the Sandy Hook access to the canal being shut off,
the cleanup was from Lock 34 to near the Whitehorse Rapid. Rick and Karen even cleaned up the parking
spaces on Harpers Ferry Road. Further cleanup was organized by Chuck Davis on the 340 stretch of the river
near Harpers Ferry.
Check the message board in late summer for the date of the Board of Directors meeting. This meeting is usually
held in OCT/NOV time frame before the holidays get under way. Elections and discussions for the 2015 season
will be held. All members invited.
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John E and son, Vitas, Rick and Karen
show off their findings near Lock 34 on
cleanup day. Photo by Mary E

Ron Shanholtz instructing a newcomer
on the Eskimo roll at the MDCC pool
sessions.

The banquet crowd is entertained during
the awards presentation "ceremonies".
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Nancy painted a reminder on her paddle blade to check her helmet strap.
The remaining piers of the Bollman Truss bridge are in the background. It was destroyed in the famous flood of 1936.

CHECKLIST
A couple of things to check before you shove from shore or that rock. Check not only your own gear, but take a
look at your buddies as well. Prevent the "wardrobe malfunction”. In Nancy's case, she didn't secure her chin
strap and after flipping, her helmet went one direction, her boat another. Paddling buds went after the helmet to
find it empty and then with relief see Nancy roll up...helmetless. The list is not exclusive, but common things
missed before the paddle takes its first stroke.
1. Of course, make sure your helmet is on correctly and secured.
2. Check that the skirt grab loop is on the outside of the cockpit, not tucked in.
3. Verify that no PFD straps are tucked under your Skirt.
4. Before you enter the boat, the PFD should also be secured.
5. Make sure your dry suit zippers are closed !
6. If wearing glasses, take the precautions to keep them on your head.
7. Jewelry. Leave it at home. Cold water shrinks your finger....say goodbye ring.
8. Check your drain plug!
9. Double check your skirt for fit as well as any obstructions.
10. It is advised; if you carry exposed carabineers, use lockable ones.
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2014
MDCC BOD and Officers
Your 2014 Officers:
Bonnie Watson Wisdom, President
Earl Baer, Vice President
Sheila Chapelle, Secretary
Keith Unger, Treasurer
Your 2014 Board of Directors:
Merrill Pearson
Vitas Eidukevicius
Chuck Davis
Bobby Miller

Beth Zeilinski
Cathy Boyd

Ron Shanholtz
John Enagonio.

Your 2014 Volunteers (excluding trip coordinators, instructors, etc):
Thursday Tuesday Night Paddle (TNP) Tsar: Bonnie Watson Wisdom
Pool Session Coordinator: Cathy Boyd THANK YOU !
Web Master: Vitas Eidukevicius and Chuck Davis

Feature Photo

The Dam on the Savage opens up a bit. (photo by Joe Shepherd)

Another Ron Shanholtz Reprint
Blast from the past. The next page is a copy from the 1978 DC Club's newsletter of a 1976 reprint of Ron's
article from MDCC "The Paddle". Are any of Ron's 2076 predictions coming true? Are we ready to travel to
far galaxies in our quest to put our Kaynoes on water? Is the answer 42? You may need to zoom in a little to
read.
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Name that Rapid !

Holy Smokes! It is time again for "Name that Rapid". Place your bets on Facebook or be the first to start a
thread on the message board with same title. Everyone gets a prize at the banquet, but yours could be special for
naming that rapid. Photo was taken downstream by Dan E from the river left.

Trips 2014
Trips have been non-stop. A group went south (NC). A group went west (MD). Bobby Miller led several class12 scenic trips with his 2 year old daughter. Check the message board, Facebook, or the schedule for last minute
pickups and scheduled dam releases.
Make a note that the TNP is now Tuesday Night Paddle. Some still paddle Thursday as well.
Check the message board, FB, and schedule for updates on all MDCC events and trips.
http://www.masondixoncanoeclub.com/viewforum.php?f=3
https://www.facebook.com/groups/198183710380227/
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Editor's Notes
Newsletter extinct or extant?
We are now on Facebook. Just ask to join for another source of real time updates on the club's, members', and
paddling buddies' activities. With the Facebook addition and the existing Web site message board, it seems the
newsletter has seen its better days as submissions are pretty much non-existent. What are members’ thoughts?
What do you want in a newsletter? Do you want one? Has social media taken over?

Todd puts a big boat vertical at Squirt Land.
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Henry surfin it up.

Lining them up on the North Branch
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Nancy on the Lower Yough.

JOIN ! RENEW !
MDCC annual dues have always been $10.00 per household !!!
http://www.masondixoncanoeclub.com/MDCC/Join.html

See you on the river !

He/she who paddles lives better
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